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Student Court denies three petitions
The Student Court Thursday
denied a Parthenon petition
asking that the two new appointees to the Court be excluded
from voting on the election issue.
Susan Winter and John
Womack will now vote on any
petition presented to the Court,
however, the Court also denied a
Student Senate request to review
the Court's last decision to
validate the first student election,
citing that Senate did not have
the right to petition the Court in
the Student Constitution.
Chief Justice Leon Oxley indicated however, that the Court
would hear a petition from David
Cook, top vote-getter in the
second election, asking the Court
review its decision to validate the
first election.
The Court also denied a petition
from Peter Ullian which consisted of a petition signed by 217
students, calling for a third
election.
In the question of voting rights
of the two new appointees to the
Court, Wayne Faulkner Parthenon news editor argued on
behalf of The Parthenon that the
new appointees should not vote on

the election issue since they had
not set in on previous hearings as
Court members.
However, Ray Richardson,
Charleston junior, argued that
the U.S. Supreme Court often
reverses earlier decisions and
this is done by different justices.
Mike Prestera countered
saying that the U.S. Supreme
Court keeps a written record of
all proceedings and that new
Court members have this on
which to base their decisions. He
pointed out that the Student Court
had no such record.
The Student Court in denying
the Parthenon petition said it had
no power to go against the Senate
who had duly ratified the appointments of Susan Winter and
John Womack. The decision was
unanimous with Womack and
Miss Winter abstaining.
In denying the Senate petition
to review an earlier Court
decision, the Court said, "The
Court finds that Student Senate
may request an interpretation of
the provisions of the Student
Government Constitution as
found in Article IV, Section 2,

paragraph A, however, this
clause does not give Senate the
power to petition the Court
concerning the review of a
decision. This prerogative is
reserved for individual members
of the University community."
The decision was signed by
Chief Justice Oxley, Justices
Robin Wilkes, Linda Hatten, Jack
Seamonds, Susan Winter and
John Womack, with Justice Gary
Lovejoy dissenting.
This, in effect, makes way for
the petition from David Cook
which will be heird Monday at 7
p.m.

The Court proceedings were a fraudulent votes to declare the
result of the first general elec- election invalid. The petition was
tion's invalidation by the Court on granted with two new appointees
grounds of voting irregularities sitting on the Court.
presented by Parthenon reporter
In a Student Senate meeting,
Robert Goodrich. A second that body then requested that the
election was held with David Court take another look at the
Cook and Mike Prestera election question, and in Wedreplacing Mike Gant and Joe
's Parthenon the apLazear as winners. However, the nesday
pointees being allowed to vote
Student Senate refused to ratify was
questioned.
the results.
Thus, this series of events led to
Gant and Lazear presented a
petition to Student Court calling the Court's decisions Thursday
for the validation of the first and a possible solving of the
election citing that there was not problem when Court bean Cook's
enough evidence of enough petition Monday.
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Film highlights

awarness week

DR. BOTTINO DISCU~SES HIS CASE WITH STUDENTS AT PEOPLES POST OFFICE
Post Office result of Soto's refusa I of mail delivery
( Parthenon photo by Paul Grossi)

Bottino may go to court
to get contract renewed
By STEPHEN PLANTZ
Staff reporter

ported the dismissal.
Bottino said Thursday he had
no idea how much faculty support

Dr. Michael Bottino, associate
professor of geology told a press
conference Thursday in front of
•
Shawkey Student Union that he
may turn to the courts in an effort
to have his teaching contract
By CONNIE MAYNE
renewed for 1971-72.
Staff reporter
Dr. Bottino said he would like
to keep this issue on campus as
Julian Bond, black political
long as possible before taking leader, is not expected to speak
further action.
Sa d
in
i
11
MU President John G. Barker
tur ay even g as or gina Y
planned for Impact Week due to
said Wednesday th~t t~e decision illness.
to not rene'Y Bottino s contr~ct
According to Neal Borgmeyer,
was m:ide m accor~anc~ with • Impact coordinator and Hunregulat!on~ ?f the Umvers1ty and tington junior, "As far as we
West ~1rg!111a Board of Regents. know Bond will be unable to
Bottmo s contract was r_iot speak Saturday but we are now
renewed_ upon recommen~ation looking for a replacement."
of Dr. Wiley S. Rogers, chairman
There are five days left for
of the . Department of Geology· Impact 1971 and the agenda inBottmo.
appealed
the eludes Allen Katzman, Apnonreappomtment t_o the Fac~ty palachian mountain music,
Personnel Comm1tt~e, which Groove Tube, Dr. Michael L.
recommended that his contract Bottino and Margaret Mead
be renewed. However, Dr.
' .
·
Barker earlier this month sup(Continued on Page 3)

Bond sick;
not coming

he has, but said, "I sincerely
hope the faculty will support the
Faculty Personnel Committee."
Dr. Bottino commented that
the American Association of
University Professors is studying
his case in terms of litigation and
censor, and the American Civil
Liberties Union has the case
"under advisement."
Dr. Bottino called this case a
public display," saying, "I'm
only a case in point."
Dr. Bottino added, "I think we
are accomplishing a good deal in
teaching how the system
operates. Why should it be a
secret that Soto ( Joseph Soto,
vice president of business)
normally tells people what can go
through the mail and what can
not?"
Dr. Bottino added he knew
some faculty members who could
testify to this fact.
Dr. Bottino has been officially
added to the Impact schedule and
will conduct a teach-in at 4 p.m.
today in front of the student
union .

Black Awareness
Week
sponsored by the Student
Relations Center and dedicated
"to a better understanding of
black culture and art by the
Marshall University students and
community" will be held May 3
thru May 7 according to Col.
Marvin E . Billups, director of the
center.
The week will present a series
of activities directed to the
Marshall campus "with a hope
that throughout the week the
types of programs which are
planned will enhance a better
understanding in relations
among the students of Marshall,"
said Billups.
To kick-off the week's
festivities last season's longest
running off-Broadway comedydrama, "To Be Young, Gifted
and Black," will be presented on
Monday, May 3 at 8:30 p.m. in
Gullickson Hall by the New York
road company and three members of the initial New York
production.
"To be Young, Gifted and
Black" is a self portrait of and by
Lorraine Hansberry, the author
of "A Raisin in the Sun", which
made her, at 29, the youngest
American, the first woman and
the only black playwright ever to
win the New York Drama Critics'
Award for Best Play of the Year
(1959) .

This story of Lorraine Hansberry, told in her own words,
begins with a gallery of the
characters she created and from

there moves back and forth in
time-from earliest childhood in
the Chicago ghetto, to memories
of her search for meaning and
relevancy that followed success
in New York.
On the death of Lorraine
Hansberry in 19d5, Dr. Martin
Luther King observed : "Her
commitment of spirit. . .her
creative ability and her profound
grasp of the deep social issues
confronting the world today will
remain an inspiration to
generations yet unborn."
"To Be Young, Gifted and
Black" has been featured in over
115 cities and colleges, including
such major institutions as the
Library of Congress, The
National Council of Teachers of
English, Duke University, Fisk,
and many other well-known
college campuses across the
nation.
Also to be featured during the
week is a series of films which
describe and identify with the
black struggle in America based
on issues which have been
esesential
to
the
black
movement.
A black cultural art exhibition,
all works of which are by black
artists, will also be a part of the
week-long events. The week's
activities will be climaxed with
an Afro Ball on Friday, May 7.
"I hope that the entire Marshall community will participate
in Black Awarene13s Week,"
Billups said.

Parthenon judged winner
of national Grand Prize
.. ,
The Parthenon has been
awarded Grand Prize and Best of
Competition in the annual St.
Bonaventure University press
competition.
The award was presented on
the basis of the Nov. 18 Memorial
Edition and was judged best over
competition in all classes and
entrants.
Frank Ragulski, professor of
journalism at St. Bonaventure,
said the prize was awarded for
what the judges considered the
outstanding paper of the year in
classes.

au

Ragulski said the paper was
judged on content, photography
and type of writing. "But this
paper did something more," he
said. "It described physical
impressions."
The awards presentation is
scheduled for May 8 and Herb
Klein, director of White House
communications, will be the
main speaker.
There were more than 4 500
entries in the competition
representing more than 280
schools in 28 states.
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GOOD
MORNING
Weather
Mostly sunny and continued
cool with temperature in low
60's. National Weather Service forecasts 10 per cent
chance of precipitation.

Today
Modern Folk Music will be
performed by local artists at
noon today in front of the
Student Union as part of Impact Week.
At 6 p.m. in front of the
Student Union a Mountain
Music Workshop will be held.
Demonstrations and explanations of authentic
mountain
musical
instruments will be given.
At 8 p.m. this evening in
Gullickson Hall, Allen Katzman, publisher of the East
Village Other, poet and author
of "The Immaculate", will
speak for Impact week.
At 8:15 p.m. this evening in
Smith Hall Auditorium, the
Northwood High School
Madrigal Singers Concert will
be presented.

Saturday
At 9 a.m. in Smith Music
Hall, the West Virginia Music
Teachers will hold district
auditions. These auditions are
open to the public.
At 11 a.m. in front of the
Student Union, authentic
Mountain Music will be
performed by authentic
mountain music performers.
At 1: 30 p.m. in front of the
Student Union a Fellowship
Service will be held with
Gospel music performed by
the Pentecostal Church of
Christ choir.

Sunday .
At 8 p.m. Sunday in Evelyn
H. Smith Recital Hall the
Marshall Arts and Cinema
Society will present "Pather
Panchali."

Monday
Pre-registration for summer school will begin on
Monday and continue until
Friday. Summer school
schedules are available in the
Registrar's Office.
Commencement announcements
are
still
available in the Studen! Union
office, according to Don
Morris. Seniors who want
calling cards must order them
by May 1.

Pre-registration
resumes Monday
Advance registration for
summer school begins 8:15 a.m.
til 4 p.m. Monday: Preregistration closes 4 p.m. April
30.
Students may advance register
for either or both terms.
Students are to report to their
advisors to have their official
request forms approved and
signed. Schedule request forms
are to be taken to Old Main 1B
between 8:15 a.m. and 4 p.m. to
be checked into classes and to
complete registration forms.
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Letters to the editor
TO THE EDITOR:

The Parthenon has a right and
duty to print the news, but even in
an editorial, news should be
backed up with facts. I refer to
Mr. Faulkner's editorial of April
21. Had he checked his facts, he
would have found that Susan
Winter and John Womack were
initially appointed even before
March 24, the date of the first
election. They were stated into
office ". . .after the Court had
declared the first election invalid," but the appointment was
made while Gant was serving out
his first term as president, and
there was no ". . .gross and open
violation of ethics. . ." On
anyone's part because the
present election situation was
then unknown to anyone. Perhaps
this does not rate page one
coverage, but at least it is fact.
I feel sure that this
misrepresentation of facts was
not purposeful; therefore, I am
sure that The Parthenon will not
hesitate to make known these
facts to the student body.
SHARON CALLISON
Huntington sophomore
Editors Note: Whether the appointments were initiated before
or after the election matters
little. The fact remains these
members were confirmed by the
Senate and allowed to vote on an

iss,ue which they did not initially
hear. And the fact remains these
new appointees were the
measure needed to reverse the
Court's earlier decision. And the
fact remains the results of the
Court's voting without the two
new members would have been a
tie ~ven with Chief Justice
Oxley s vote) with two members
absent who originally voted to
invalidate the first election.
WAYNE FAULKNER
News editor

TO THE EDITOR:

Insofar as we feel that The
Parthenon may be sincere in its
attempts to present an objective
and uhbiased view of the news,
we wish to take this opportunity
to set the record straight on two
very important matters.
1. Concerning the allegation
(implicit), that Mr. Gant
deliberately packed the court in

his favor after the first election,
this is another example of the
inability of The Parthenon to
check all the facts. These two
justices were appointed before
the first election. There was a
one-week delay due to a standing
Senate rule, plus an additional
delay due to a question of one of
the nominee's qualifications.
Confirmation finally occurred
between the elections. This
misinterpretation of the facts has
caused us much consternatiorf, as
well as what must be an
irreparable damage to the
reputation of the two innocents
involved.
2. In regard to the court
decision of Monday night, the
petition which was presented was
presented in good faith, since its
only purpose was to bring the
court's decision in line with West
Virginia Public Law, to which it
is responsible (Article IV, Section
Two, Paragraph six.)
The statute of which we are
speaking was formulated in B.G.
Rosenbaum vs. The Town of East
Bank, 1969. It states that in order
to have an election thrown out, 50
per cent plus one vote of the total
number of votes cast must be
proven to be fraudulent. This was
not shown to be the case in the
first election. Perhaps, as an
extra service to the student body,
The Parthenon might publish our
brief (available from the Court)
so as to more readily demonstrate what the situation was.
It is our hope that this letter
may, in some small way help
repair the damage done to our
reputation.
JOSEPH LAZEAR
Pittsburgh, Pa. junior
MIKE GANT

Huntington junior
TO THE EDITOR:

I was approached after making
my motion to table the
ratification of the election results
of the April 15 election. I was
questioned whether or not I would
have made the same motion if
Mike Gant was elected. My answer to this is yes! ! ! My reason
for making this motion was
because after making an investigation of the four court
justices, I found in the Student
Government Constitution that
any student serving on any
judicial board can not serve on
the student court. I started in-
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vestigating this on Mon., April 12,
but could not do anything about it
until the Senate met on April 15.
If any student, faculty member,
or any member of The Parthenon
staff has any questions concerning my motion, they can find
me at the student government
office on Tuesdays and Thursdays or in my room in East Twin
Towers room 815 any time. I
would like to urge the student
body of Marshall University to
stand with the Student Government on the fight to clean up the
elections in the years to come. I
would also like to commend
Election Commissioner Glenn
Allen for his effort in getting
clean and honest elections at
Marshall. As I said, I would have
made the same motion no matter
who won the second election.
(To clarify why this was late
being published, The Parthenon's
editor did not receive this from
his secretary).
IRA C. BOSTIC
Student Senator
St. Albans freshman

TO THE EDITOR:

As a student of Marshall
University, in viewing the front
page of the Parthenon April 21,
1971, it was a shock to see that
someone would use such tactics
to get their points across. In view
of the recent tragedies that MU
has suffered, I considered this so
called "obituary" in extremely
poor taste and hope that in the
future you at The Parthenon use
more discretion before an article
of this nature is written again.
JOHN HODGE
Huntington junior

TO THE EDITOR:

As a parent of several Marshall
students I was appalled and
horrified at the April 21, 1971
issue of The Parthenon, entitled
"Student Government 1837-1971."
I have nothing personal against
any of these students, but if
today's youth will be our leaders
of tomorrow, it leaves some
question and doubt in my mind.
As I understand it, school
elections are held according to
state
voting
rules
and
regulations, to teach students the
responsibility of voting in state
and national elections. This being
the case, why was the election
commissioner not given a book
containing the rules and
regulations on proper voting
procedure? If he was given this
book and read it, why was this
information not passed along to
students who work at the polls? If
he knew the pollworkers were not

informed of these rules and he
didn't have the information to
give to them, why wasn't the job
of election commissioner given to
someone who knew something
about it?
According to The Parthenon,
he ( election commissioner)
admitted
there
were
irregularities at the polls, so why
was this not stopped immediately?
Is Mike Gant afraid of a fair
election? If so WHY? Why, if Mr.
Gant thought the March 24
election fair, didn't he present his
reasons at the first hearing, since
they were fully aware of the
charges being brought against
them at that time. The reason he
gave in The Parthenon was not a
reason, it was an excuse! How
could there be a fair election,
when, in a manner of speaking,
the cards were being dealt from a
stacked deck.
Why would sufficient evidence
provided at the first hearing not
be sufficient at the second
hearing?
According to voting regulations
( as I understand them) the
second voting April 15 was the
valid election. After the first was
invalidated, it is the same as not
having the first election, making
it null and void.
I have to admire and respect
the students who took the time
and cared enough to instigate
these proceedings, trying to end
the corruption that has been
going on in elections for years.
When I read and hear of the
corruption and graft in our
elections (local and statewide), I
can understand why people make
fun of us and call us a backward
state. So if these youths are to be
our leaders of tomorrow, let them
make us proud of our leaders of
tomorrow. Let them make us
proud of our city, county and
state, instead of following in the
footsteps of our past leaders who
have already shamed our state
enough to last a lifetime.
MRS. GEORGIA ROESER

ABORTION
can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to
12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, labora·
tory tests, all "hed1cation &
referral fee. Hospital and Hos·
pital affiliated clinics only . Safe,
Conf1dent1al, Immediate.
call

(212) 838-0710
24 hours - 7 days
Woman ' s Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St., N.Y .• N.Y . 10022
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AVERN RESTAURAN
Make your college weekends ones of
treasured remembrance. Dine with
your specia I one at the French
Tavern.
Open 4 to 10 p.m.--Sunday noon to 10
p.m.--Closed Monday.

Full leased Wire to The Associated Press
E,1tered as second class matter , May 29 . 1945 , at the Post Office a1 Huntmgton
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Campus briefs
Pather Panchali to

•

be

Satire on television starts Monday

Impact has 'Groove Tube'

shown Sunday

Groove Tube , a uniquely
presented satire on television will
"Pather Panchali" will be presented at 8 p.m. Sunday in Evelyn H. be shown Monday and Tuesday
Smith Recital Hall by the Marshall Arts and Cinema Society.
as a part of Impact at 2:00 p.m.,
Admission is 25 cents for students with I.D. cards and $! for the 3:45 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m.
public. Michael Cornfeld, assistant professor of art, is director of the and 9:00 p.m . at the Science Hall
Arts and Cinema Society.
Auditorium with an admission of
"Pather Panchali," filmed in India, paints a picture of the hard- 50 cents.
ships, poverty, love and ceremony that make up the Indian culture.
Groove Tube was the creation
The film has won several awards at international festivals, and it of former child actor Kenny
will be one of the last two films to be presented by the Arts and Cinema Shapiro. The Groove i'ube uses
Society this semester.
the medium itself to transmit the
message. Audiences are conCadets get pre-summer camp training fronted not by traditional trappings of a stage review, but by
Military science cadets will compete the second phase of the pre- three video tape monitors.
summer camp training program this weekend, according to G. Gram
Talking on TV's newscasters,
Poole, assistant professor of militaty science.
Shapiro fades in on a typical
Poole said the exercise will be a three-day field problem at Lake announcer who's wrapping up his
Vesuvius in Ohio. It will be conducted by military science cadets who show with a classically pointless,
have already attended summer camp. The exercise will be supervised unamusing anecdote "from the
by instructors in the Department of Military Science.
lighter side of todays news ." He
The field problem will consist of attack, defense, and general also does a mock play-by-play of
guerilla tactics. Poole said the aggressors will come from the counter the 1972 sex olympics, delivered
guerilla platoon and the Army Reserve Unit at Spring Valley.
by a team of intense comPoole said the cadets will be divided into squads of ten men each and mentators while the monitor
each squad will travel through unfamiliar territory occupied by shows an unabashed stag film.
aggressor units. It will be the duty of each squad to defend certain " The West German team of Kurt
areas, and to conserve their rations.
Stem and Christina Busch starts
Capt. Poole said in addition to using previous knowledge concerning with a classic frontal position",
map reading and the compass, cadets will have to assume leadership the announcer says. "Stem, an
in overcoming obstacles they will face .
exponent of hand technique,
The field problem will begin at 2 p.m. today and end at noon on brings his hand into action with a
Sunday, and is second in a series to prepare cadets for summer camp downward sweep, a graceful
at Indiantown Gap, · Pa.
curl, a probe-oh, a beautiful
probe!"
·

Madrigal Singers will present concert
The Northwood High School Madrigal Singers from Wheaton,
Maryland, will present a program of Vocal Chamber Music with instruments at 8:15 tonight in Smith Hall Auditorium. There is no admission.
The program will be under the direction of Larry Phillips, a
graduate of Marshall University. Mr. Phillips earned his A.B. in the
late 1950's and then was a graduate assistant in the Department of
Music while he earned his Master's degree.
MU's Symphonic Choir visited Northwood High School during the
1969-70 season and this is Northwood's return concert.
During their stay at Marshall, members of the Madrigal Singers will
be hosted by members of the Symphonic Choir.
The program of music will represent composers from the 16th to
20th centuries. Major compositions will be "Missa Brevis" by
Palestrina, "Trois Chansons" by Ravel and selected compositions by
Paul Hindemith.
A special feature of the program will be a group of English and
Italian madrigals with accompaniment of recorders and harpsichord.
These singers will represent the 15th and 16th centuries and will wear
peasant dress costumes ..
The Northwood Singers were the featured vocal ensemble at the
October, 1970, meeting of the Maryland Music Educators Association
held in Baltimore. They were also presented on Christmas Day over
Channel 7 and WMAL Radio in Washington, D.C.
They will be touring West Virginia from April 22 to 26. Programs will
be presented to high schools, colleges and churches in Williamstown,
Parkersburg, Charleston, Huntington, Grantsville, and Philippi.

Credential files available
for seniors and graduates
Graduating
seniors
and
students completing study for
their masters degree are encouraged to take advantage of a
free service provided by the
Career Planning and Placement
Office, according to Reginald
Spencer, office direotor.
The credential file service is
designed to collect background
information about a student that
is usually requested by a
prospective employer and makes
it possible for a student to request
a copy of the file be sent to all
employers contacted.
" After a student completes a
credential file and makes contact
with a prospective employer he
or she should mention that this
file is available upon request,"

Spencer said.
College placement annuals are
available to students who complete a credential file with the
placement office.
These annuals contain an
alphabetical listing of all companies, industries and government agencies that recruit higher
degreeded personnel on college
campuses.
"Vacancy listings may be
obtained by students in teaching
and business fields," Spencer
said.
Students interested in beginning a file and further job opportunity information should
contact the Career Planning and
Placement Office located at 1620
Fifth-Ave., or call extension 2370.

New political science course offered
A course not described in the
current catalog will be offered by
the Department of Political
Science during the first summer
term, according to Dr. Paul
Stewart, department chairman
and professor of political science.·
Political Science 401-501,
Power and Ideology, will be an
examination and analysis of

these concepts in a modern
political setting.
Ac_c ording to Dr . Stewart,
particular emphasis will be
placed ?TI the concept of political
power, its nature and the history
of its growth through popular
revolutions.
The course will be taught by
Dr. Choi.

The Groove Tube also makes
light of kiddie shows when Koko
the Clown sends all the " big
people" out of the room so he can
read to his young audience
passages from Fanny Hill and the
Marquis de Sade.
Shapiro says he is not out to
lampoon television . "There is not
anything to lampoon," he claims.
" The things I hold up to ridicule
are ridiculous to begin with. But
how many people have noticed it
until now? I haven 't watched
television in years, but no one
thinks our version of what's on

the tube is out of date ."
Shaprio has an outlet in New
York and Chicago where viewers
pay $3.50 to watch Shapiro's
creations on his Groove Tube.
Another outlet is planned for
Denver and yet another for San
Francisco, as well as a college
tour Shapiro does.
Shapiro said he got a wire from
the producer of Laugh In, saying
he wanted to get in touch with
him, but never heard from the
producer again . " I guess he
thought it over and saw the
danger in it," Shapiro said.

Sorority donates time
in cancer crusade
By LINDA STEAR
Feature writer

The women of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority spent the past
weekend collecting door-to-door
for the American Cancer
Society's Annual Crusade. They
donated their time not only as a
public service, but also because
of a personal involvement.
In January, one of the members lost her 11-year-old brother
to leukemia, commonly known as
blood cancer. The boy was well
known to sorority members as
many of them donated blood
during the fight to save his life.
Twenty-two of the women
volunteered to help collect. The
members were organized into
seven groups for more efficient
collecting. Each group was
responsible for a designated area
or street in Park Hills.
At each home, a leaflet including the life-saving facts
about cancer and a list of the
seven warning signals was given.
Then the volunteers discussed
with the individual the problems
of cancer.
The women collected over $60
in their assigned areas . The goal
for the Cabell-Wayne Residential
Unit through house-to-house
canvassing is $15,000. The
American Cancer Society hopes

Impact schedule
( Continued from Page 1)

to collect another $15,000 in these
two counties through special gifts
and donations.
Most of the women said they
found people to be receptive and
generous.
"One retired gentleman, who
said that his sister had died of
cancer, hoped that his check
would help," said Karen Kuhl,
Huntington freshman.
An accurate record of each
contributor and the amount given
was kept. Each was given a
receipt, which could be used for
tax purposes.
Many people were absent from
their houses, so the volunteers
left "sorry I missed you" envelopes at these homes.
· Donna Sweeney, Lindenhurst,
N.Y., junior, said, "On one street
in our area, we had to leave
envelopes at each house.
However, our area chairman,
Mrs. J . ~ - Carroll, said that
response to these absentee envelopes is usually good ."
The members of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority have also participated this year in the
American Red Cross Blood
Drive. They won the trophy,
given by Zeta Beta Tau fraternity, for the most active participation in the annual drive .
The women had collected for
Musclar Dystrophy earlier this
spring . They also sold lilies
downtown on street corners for
the Easter Seals Campaign.

Dr . Michael L. Bottino,
associate professor of geolt>gy,
will speak at 4:00 p.m. Friday on
the student union lawn. He will
discuss his reappointment as a
faculty member for next year
and how the administrative
system operates.
Alan Katzman will speak at
8:00 p.m. Friday in Gullickson
Hall. He is publisher of the East
Village Other, a poet and author
of "The Immaculate." As an
expert
on
contemporary
newsprint, he will discuss the
new directions for newsprint and
the future of communications.
On Saturday an Appalachian
mountain music festival will be
featured at 11 a.m. in front of the
student union. A fellowship
Princeton speaker
service will be presented by the
Pentecostal Church of Christ
choir with gospel music at 1:30 to ledure Monday
p.m. on the student union lawn.
Dr .
Manfred
Halpern ,
Mountain music will continue at professor of politics at Princeton
3:00 p.m.
University, will speak in Smith
Monday the film Groove Tube Hall 154 at 8 p.m. April 26, in a
The s~~~e A~~u~f m ~;m/~~ ·srudy
will be shown in the Science Hall lecture sponsored by the
l nmm ~~-~. ~!~?:. ..~ ~~~~~ lmp,ove
auditoriwn at 2:00 p.m., 3:45 Department of Political Science. 1 Y
EuLE~TRON~Cn~Llvs;Rc16o'tictrf·sOUJDS
p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:15 p.m ., and
Dr. Halpern 's talk is titled
CAUSE mis ro HAPPEN
9:00 p.m. Admission price is 50¢. " Revolution: Incoherence or
8 Track Tap:. 1"~;:5~~:.c•::s, LP Record
Tuesday Groove Tube will be Transformation?,, The public is
Se nd lr~c~~~~ 7;cMl~~~~11,~;1~:nc1 p
!~t!!,. Eac h
shown at the same time, place, invited to attend.
Souo dCh~~~~~~!!;11~~\.a~22i~; 3852
and price. Senator George ·o._..o,..o-..o._..0,...0.-i.o-..o,._.o._.. 0 _..o~
0
McGovern will speak Tuesday at '
1

B:~~;~t~gG:~:~t o~al~ednesday will be Margaret Mead,
noted anthropologist, who will
speak at 8:00 p.m. in Gullickson
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Barker explained. "For the most
part, we are really just ourAfter pacing the sidewalk for 10 selves."
"I don't think we have ever yet
minutes, a sudden burst of
determination released the felt limited by the position we
butterflies from my stomach, and have here," Dr. Barker said.
I began to fumble with the latch "We don't consider it burdensome, and we don't think we
on the chain link gate.
I could see the outline of the have to be a certain way."
Concerning their roles as
spacious house against the
darkening sky as I slowly walked president's daughters, the girls
feel the same way. "We really
up the steps.
With trembling hands, I pushed don't have to do anything
the doorbell, and the chimes special," Adrienne explained.
"I don't think I really have a
began to echo throughout the
house. Within a few seconds the role as such. It is just like any
porch light was switched on, and other job my father had," Chris
the door began to open. Janis commented.
Joplin music penetrated through
The job of president has both its
By KATHLEEN BERGERON
Feature writer

the crack, and I jumped as a wet,
cold object touched my ankle.
But when I looked down, I saw it
was only a dachshund investigating the new visitor.
SOON, "he" was standing
before me. But all my apprehensions vanished when a
smile swept across his face, and
he greeted me with a warm,
"Hello, we have been expecting
you." And, as if in agreement, the
dog began to wag his tail.
No, this isn't a page from a
paperback novel, and the man
wasn't a butler. "He" was Dr.
John Barker, and this is how my
evening with Marshall's first
family began.
As I sat in the living room,
Chris (one of the Barker's
daughters) walked in with that
typical 16-year-old "Why do I
have to go through this?" look on
her face, but soon she smiled and
readily joined in the family
conversation.
Andrienne
(the
other
daughter), with the energetic air
ofa 12-year-old, came in, plopped
down in a little wooden rocker
and promptly took her shoes off
to make herself at home.
When everyone was seated, I
couldn't help laughing at myself
for ever feeling apprehensious

..___ _~ - - -~ ~-

'At home' with t
traveled three or four days a
week, but now he is home most of
the time.
"I would say that our family
life is closer and we spend more
time together than we formerly
did," he said.
Being a university president
demands keeping abreast of
latest developments by reading.
"Sometimes I work in the study
or read for awhile, then I will go
up and join the family'for a TV
program, or we will just sit and
talk," Dr. Barker said.
"If we are watching a serious
program, Dad will start cutting it
down," Chris complained in a
sulking voice, but her sparkling
green eyes revealed she was only
teasing her father.
ANOTHER QUIBBLE they
have over television is of the
same type that many average
American families have-that of
watching sports. Dr. Barker
especially likes to watch
professional football and sports
car racing, but his family doesn't
share the same enthusiasm.
When asked if he watched them
very often, Mrs. Barker jokingly
commented, "Whenver we let
him. He's luckly we have more
than one TV!"
Both Chris and Adrienne
agreed he is no different from
most fathers just because he is
president. In fact, they contend
he takes them more places than
the average father takes his
children.
Today's teenagers often find
themselves having a communication gap with their
parents, but the Barker girls
believe one doesn't exist between
them and their parents.
"We argue over little picky
things sometimes, but nothing
major," Chris explained with a
nod of agreement from Andrienne. And Mrs. Barker added,
"We can see each other's sides
pretty well."
COMING FROM a large city
like Atlanta to Huntington must
require a big adjustment, but
Mrs. Barker commented, "We
were ready to come to a smaller
area where he could be a close-

advantages and disadvantages.
Dr. Barker, as is only natural,
commented on the prominence
the office affords.
"I like the opportunity it gives
me to meet people with a great
variety of backgrounds and interests and the opportunity it
provides to play a major role in
the direction of this institution,"
he said in his rather slow,
decisive voice.
But the presidency does have
its disadvantages.
"There are mounds of papers
on my desk right now that I have
to plow through. A great deal of
paper work is associated with the
job, but I think it is necessary,
because I'm not sufficiently
familiar with the University."
Both he and his wife agree that
gaining new acquaintances is a
major advantage of their new
role.
"I REALLY LOVE meeting
people and I -think being first
family gives you a greater opportunity to do this because there·
are people anxious to meet you,
too,"Mrs.Barkersaidinherwell
articulated voice.
There is no secret formula for
dealing with the problems of a knit family, make close friends
university president, according and learn to know more people."
to Dr. Barker. He said he believes
When asked to explain in what
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want not being here, it is a
problem of not knowing where to
look," Mrs. Barker said.
"I'm not disappointed, it will
just be a matter of adjustment in
buying.
"The people in Huntington
have been overwhelming in their
friendship and I haven't met a
student that just isn't delightful
( I even wave at the fraternity
boys back there-they must think
I am a nut!)."
CHRIS COMPLAINEDthather

record player was broken, and
that, topped with not being able to
listen to the type of radio station
she was used to, is really a
catastrophe.
But Dr. Barker was quick to
explain that her real disappointment is that her father
hasn't taken it to a repair shop
yet.
"I hate to give up on a piece of
machinery," he said. At this
statement there was laughter
from the family and he explained, "We had a toaster for 18
years and it stopped functioning.
I took it apart and found one little
spring broken, but I couldn't find
a spring anywhere to replace it.
"However, I found one in a
junked car, and I thought it could
be changed around for the
toaster-so I put it in. ( Chris
remarked that it was three sizes
too big.) And then, we had the
only toaster in town that would
toss the toast up on the ceiling !
"I have repaired many articles
in my time-most of them unsuccessfully! ''
However, Dr. Barker wasn't
chosen as president because of
his mechanical skills. He believes
the best credentials he presented
were his educational background
up to his PH.D. in entomology
(branch of zoology dealing with
insects), his 10-year teaching
experience and the experience he
received from working with
collegiate administrators.
MY NEXT question was
directed to Dr. Barker.
I asked, "How do you satisfy
both University and townspeople
in issues like the birth control
pamphlets that came out, when
the University might be for, and
the townspeople against it?"
"You can't satisfy everybody
all of the time," Dr. Barker said.
"You just have to make the
decisions and choose the course
that you think is the best on the
basis of the information that you
have.
"You constantly work to be
sure that people understand your
attitudes and your long-range
approach to the development of
the institution.
"If you can get a common basis
of understanding in this regard,
then I think people are more
willing to accept your decisions
even when they are counter to
what they would choose. They

an out-of-doors type with bike
riding and roller-skating.
"I didn't think the college
students would be so nice, and I
didn't know what they would
think about my girl friend and I
roller-skating on campus," she
said.
Not many people realize she is
the president's daughter and this
has resulted in some funny
stories. Adrienne told of rollerskating on campus one time with
a friend when a student asked if
the lady standing close by was
her mother. She said no, it was

her friend's mother.
Then he asked who her mother
was. But when she answered,
"Mrs. Barker," and he still didn't
catch on, she prodded him on my
saying that her father was the
new president.
Still not realizing the situation, the student asked, "Of
what?" When Adrienne answered, "Marshall University,"
he replied, "Congratulations, I
hope he is better than the last
two!"
Not as much an outdoor type as

Photos by Dave Shafer and 1G
will hopefully realize that you
will work for the best good of the
institution as a whole."
THE ENTIRE family seems to
be impressed with the friendliness of the people of Huntington.
"I feel like I have lived here all
of my life with all the friends I
have already made," said Chris

her sister, Chris, 16, paints and
does other art work. Placed
around the house are some of her
paintings.
..,
THE
BARKERS
collect
paintings from their artist
friends. On the living room wall is
a painting turned sideways which
they call their "Van Gogh." The
frame needed to be vertical to
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e. Barkers
big a variety for them.
Not only active in church, Mrs.
Barker has also joined the
Faculty Wives Club. But she
hasn't yet joined any other clubs
because she is still getting settled.
"I'm a musician by profession
(she graduated from Shenandoah
Conservatory of Music in Winchester, Va.), and do play the
piano.
"Sometimes, I will stop
working in the middle of the day.
If the spirit strikes me to play the
piano, I drop everything and play

Does the new president consider Marshall students conservative, liberal or radical as
compared with other students he
has worked with?
"I don't know them well enough
to differentiate at this point. I
haven't seen anything yet that
would make me think whether it
was more liberal or conservative
than the average campus.
"I think actually you will meet
groups of one persuasion or
another and whether these people
actually affect the tone of the
entire campus will be difficult to
tell until you have seen them and
looked at their action for a
while."
And perhaps this is the same
way the University community
and townspeople view their new
first family. They will "look at
their action for a while" before
passing final judgment.
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The Love Line:
for half an hour or so, or I will
sing-according to which mood
I'm in."
They have a five-day-a-week
maid, Matilda Henderson, who,
according to Mrs. Barker, was a
great help in moving into their
new home. She also worked for
Dr. Roland Nelson's family when
he was MU president.
THROUGHOUT the interview,
the idea of a typical American
family unfolded with each
question I asked. But still I
wondered what type of man
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thleen Bergeron
Marshall had acquired. What
does he do in his spare time and
how does he compare Marshall
students with other students?
"Most of my spare time is
spent reading. I like all kindsmagazines, newspapers, books
and ~specially sports car
magazines," he explained.
"I have a little Fiat Spider
which I like to take care of-but I
don't attempt to repair it. In the
past I have had a Morris Minor
and a Sunbeam, but when I got
through with them, they were
usually in worse shape than when
I started," he laughed, reminding
me of the toaster incident.
"I have finally found my levelcar washer." And he does keep
his little red car shiny.
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Class learns one-act play direction

Students directing plays
By JOAN TONEY
Feature writer

'THE NOT SO Qeadly Art,' a
program of precision-timed duels
produced
by
actor-dueling
master Rod Colbin, featured a
performance in "swashbuckling"
Thursday to a Marshall Artist
Series audience. (The Parthenon
photo by Tom Young.)

En garde!

Thin may be in, but
what's your design?
By NANCY ANCION
Feature writer

Thin may be in - but what if Mother Nature designed your
figure with something more than hot pants in mind?
Of course, hot pants are not for everyone. Fortunately, the
girl who cannot comfortably wear this attire does not need to

take the backseat when it comes to fashion according to
Kermit Nordeen, sales promotion manager for the Smart
Shop.
~
IT IS TRUE, Nordeen affirms, that several years ago
fashions were geared to the size 5 to 11 figures. Those
requiring larger sizes had to be content to choose basic
patterns and accent them with accessories in order to obtain
a fashionable look. This is no longer true, Nordeen explained,
for if the broader beauty is smart enough to know what to
wear, she can be right in step with the latest fashions.
Nordeen suggests that the larger girls stay away from the
bolder plaids and horizontal stripes. Another suggestion is
the wearing of pants skirts as a fashionable alternative for
the hot pants.
.
Nordeen says the larger girl must "be selective bat in no
way must she be unfashionable." The larger sized wardrobes
should include tailored clothes which have more flattering
lines. Tailored, Nordeen says, does not mean dull as many
people believe. Tailored skirts, suits, blouses and dresses
come in the bright and soft youthful colors which are popular
today.
ONE OF THE great fashion looks for girls of all 'sizes and
shapes is the pants suit. The varieties of style and color in the
different lines of pants suits are sure to offer something to
please everyone, assures Nordeen.
Nordeen admits that the subject of larger young ladies is a
"touchy one" but these ladies need not be offended because
the fashion industry has not forgotten them.

What would you do as a
beginning teacher if you were
placed in the situation of having
to direct a play? How would you
go about it?
Students in Speech 403, play
direction, are finding out this
semester
by
individually
directing one-act plays _for
performance in Smith Hall 154.
According to Dr. N. Bennett
East, assistant professor of
speech, plays will be performed
every week until May 6.
DR. EAST stated that many
new teachers, inexperienced in
play direction, are forced to
direct high school plays simply
because they have a major in a
language area.
One student stated, "While
doing my student teaching last
semester, I was asked to produce
a play. I knew absolutely nothing
about play direction and
everything turned out a disaster.
This class has given me the
necessary fundamentals of play
direction."
"ACTUALLY," said Dr. East,
"there are several motives
behind these one-act plays. Since
students are becoming more
aware of better literature, they
will eventually improve the
quality of plays produced in our
high schools. Also, they give
student actors more opportunity
to perform on stage, although not
necessarily the University
theater.

Dr. East commented, "The
theater here at Marshall has been
neglected in the sense that very
few people come to performances. The University's
population, including both faculty
and students, ignores the opportunity to view live-stage
performances. The one-act plays
will eventually help this problem,
too." •
ONE OF the biggest objectives
of the class is to help the student
distinguish between good and bad
literature.
"Bad comedies, which are
often performed in high schools,"
said Dr. East, "never go over
well. People laugh at the play
instead of with it. A recent
example of this was here at the
Marshall speech festival. The
audience laughed at the students'
performances. This is a very
distasteful and embarrassing
situation for a student.
"One of the problems of high
school directors is that they need
to know the mechanics of a playblocking, stage pictures, and
composition."
FRED
PAULEY,
Logan
senior, said, "The play I directed
gave me the actual headaches

THE FARM B01l
WELCOMES YOU TO
-Excellent Food-Reasonable Prices-Quick Service-

Sometimes one-act plays can

be more of a challenge than fulllength plays.
''These plays also prepare
people for the University theater.
The student directors and the
people they work with are
becoming better actors."

that one must go through when
directing. It has helped me not
only in acting, but also from a
technical point of view."
"Another problem with the
director," commented Dr. East,
"is his inability to understand the
meaning of the play. Most good
plays do have meanings. If well
acted, a living character on stage
tells what man is all about. It
should be the director's objective
to help the audience understand
the characters.
"ALREADY some of the oneacts are of better quality than
some high school performances.
In this case, these students will
leave Mashall better equipped to
teach than some people already
in the field."
Patsy Morris, Huntington
junior, said, "After directing my
play, I feel that I will have more
confidence if I am ever placed in
the situation to direct a play.
Confidence helps a lot."
DR. EAST stated, "If a teacher
forces students to perform or
read bad plays, he will not
develop a taste for good
literature. In an age of free time,
such as ours, we need something
to fill our leisure hours."
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Area churches respond to youth
By KENT RUNYAN

Feature writer

"Mainly because of the young
people, churches today are
beginning to deal with th1:
problems and questions of
society."
This is the opinion of Rev. Don
Wheeler, associate pastor of
Fifth Avenue Baptist Church,
concerning the role of religion
and the church in today's society.
"More than ever, our churches
are dealing with the tangible
hang-ups of young people. We're
talking about sex, drugs, war and
student unrest, showing that
religion can and does have a part
in the students' daily lives."
Each Sunday during March at
6:30 p.m., Fifth Avenue Baptist
held a series of discussions
centering on contemporary
topics such as sex, drugs, Viet
Nam, and the "generation gap."
"About 100 people of all levels
met and formed small discussion
groups where we discussed the
questions of that week's topic,"
Rev. Wheeler said. "There was
an open dialogue and a general
feeling of understanding in the
discussions
between
the
generations."
Rev. Wheeler also commented
that a panel made up of
professional businessmen and
women from the Huntington area
often served as the discussion
leaders for these groups.
"Churches are slowly realizing
that they can no longer remain
isolated and still effectively
reach the young people."
This attempt to bridge the
generation gap and bring the
church into the daily lives of
college students is found, not only
at Fifth Avenue Baptist Church,
but also at number of churches
surrounding campus.
Located four blocks west of
Marshall, the First Presbyterian
Church also offers a community
forum on contemporary subjects.
Starting April 18 at 6:30 p.m.,
First Presbyterian began offering a six-week program on sex
education. According to Bill Wolf,
director of Christian activities at
First Presbyterian , these
discussions are be-ins based on
questions presented by the
audience.
"A panel of physicians and
professional people outside the
church is serving as the
discussion leader," he commented.
Wolf also explained that First
Presbyterian carries a weekly
radio program on WMUL and
WCMI at 10 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.,
respectively, on Sunday.

Entitled "Life Time," Wolf
explained, "This is an attempt to
reach out to students or young
people who normally wouldn't be
associated with a church or
religion."
Rev. Bill Miller, pastor of the
Emmanuel United Methodist
Church, expressed his belief
involving the youth in the activities of the church.
"I feel the church or religion
should help students find

themselves through meaningful
involvement in community and
church activities.
"Emmanuel Methodist is a
service-0riented church. We have
nearly 300 Marshall students
involved one way or another in
the church activities."
He further commented that the
activities range from a
babysitting service to a five-day
recreation program directed by
college students for community

children.
Father Robert T. Scott, the
first full-time priest of the
Marshall Catholic Parish, said,
"The Catholic activities at
Marshall center around the investigation of Christianity as
related to students."
He commented that every
Tuesday at 7 p.m., approximately 20 students meet at
his apartment (1610 6th Avenue)
to hold informal discussions or

services.
Fifth Avenue Baptist, First
Presbyterian, Emmanuel United
Methodist and the Marshall
Catholic Parish are not the only
churches in the Huntington area
with youth-oriented programs.
Tom Wilminck, college department chairman at Fifth Avenue
Baptist, sees this movement as a
broad attempt by many religious
groups to get young people involved in church activities.

Bookstore to offer changes
New location to be in Student Center
operated lockers will be provided for students who feel that
they must leave an object of value. The student will insert a
coin into the locker, which will then open to the turn of a key .
When the student returns the key to the lock, his money will
be refunded.
Galloway says he also hopes to establish on the first floor a
reading nook, a section furnished with soft chairs and lamps
for customers who would like to preview a possible book
purchase.
The manager says he hopes the new bookstore will provide
better services for students.
"The store is actually operated by Marshall, not only for
the students convenience, but also to save them money," he
said.

By LINDA STEAR

Feature writer

A variety of novelties and gifts, glassware, stuffed
animals, scented candles ... and, oh yes, books ... are among
the products to be made available in the new Student Center
bookstore. .
According to Percy Galloway, bookstore manager, the
offerings will also include a quality candy line and an
assortment of stationary.
GALLOWAY SAID that the glassware with the embossed
figure of John Marshall will be available and a selection of
fine glass products will be displayed for the people of the
community and visiting parents.
Galloway said that he has talked to several company
salesmen concerning more variety in the line of stationery.
"I want a larger selection of Hallmark cards, gift wrappings
and ribbon, and possibly psychedelic posters," said
Galloway.
He explained that there will be space in the new bookstore
for 10,000 paperback titles.
'
"There wHl be classics as well as contemporary books to
choose," he said.
Galloway also said that there will be a larger selection of
magazines, possibly including such titles as "Newsweek" ·
and "Time."
THE SCHOOL supplies section, including notebooks,
paper, pens and pencils, and Marshall T-shirts and jackets,
will also be broadened, Galloway said.
The bookstore will be on two floors with the supply and gift
department on the firsf floor to be self-service. In the
basement, textbooks will be sold by employees.
Galloway said his office will be on the first floor and that he
"will be available at anytime" to talk with the students.
He said that upon entering the bookstore, students will be
required to leave umbrellas, brief cases, books and unworn
coats at a book and coat rack. Also, he explained that coin-

MU hosts auditions
The Marshall University department of music will host the
West Virginia Music Teachers District Auditions Saturday in
Smith Music Hall.
Two districts will be represented in the auditions to include
the Huntington and Charleston areas, according to Joanne
Drescher, associate professor of music and district chairman
for WVMTA.
Auditions begin at 9 a.m. and continue througb the af ternoon. Winners of the district auditions will perform at the
state convention next fall.
The auditions are open to the public.
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and accredited Hospitals
in New York City.

LOW COST
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK

CALL ANYTIME (collect)
(212) 371-6670
or

(212) 759-6810

WOMEN'S
PAVILION
INC.
515 MADISON AVENUE , N . Y .

10022

)

The ---i9hfv 750 Four.
Available in Candy Red or Gold and Metallic Green or Brown.

Louie Fonduk
Honda Sales
6018 Rt. 60 E.
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Tourneys set in
intramural action

SPORTS
BRIEFS

Intramural softball continued
Wednesday with one game. All
other scheduled games were
rained out. In the only game
played, Kappa Alpha No. 1 shut
out Tau Kappa Alpha No. 1, W.
Rained out games were:
Crabtree Climbers vs. Seventh
Heaven, Triple Threats vs. 13th
Floor and Company, and South
Hall 5th vs. Howdy Doodies. The
intramural softball tournament,
which will be single-elimination,
starts Monday. A total of 32
teams will play.
Intramural Director Buddy
Rogers said he had planned to
make the tournament doubleelimination, but lack of time and
facilities forced him to abandon
the idea.
"I would like to be fair to all the

Herd meets Flyers
The Marshall University
baseball team will attempt to
climb back on top of the .500
mark this weekend as the Herd
will entertain the Flyers of the
University of Dayton at St.
Clouds Commons.
The three game set will begin
today at 3 p.m. This game will be
followed by a twin-bill on
Saturday.
Marshall's record on the year
stands at 7-8, while Dayton's
mark is 14-6.

Runners at Ak_ron
Marshall's track team will
travel to Akron, Ohio, to participate in the University of
Akron Track Meet this Saturday.
MU will be entered in nine
events: long jump, pole vault, 120
yard high hurdles, distance
medley relay, 100 yard dash,
sprint medley relay, two-mile
relay, three-mile relay, and the
mile relay.

Golfers at Richmond
By DON BROOKS
Sports writer

Richmond, Ky., will be the site
of Marshall's next golf match
Saturday as Reginald Spencer,
golf coach, and company venture
westward to compete against
Eastern Kentucky and Indiana
State in an 18-hole medal play
event.
Following the Kentucky match
Marshall will play host to
Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky next Friday at Guyan
Golf and Country Club.
Marshall's golf team recorded
its fifth victory of the dual
competition season Wednesday
by defeating Western Michigan
371-379, a team that earlier had
defeated MU in the Bob Kepler
Invitational at Ohio State.

Netters play VPI
Marshall's tennis team wfll
return to the home courts today
when they meet Virginia Tech at
2 p.m. This will be the first home
meet in three weeks for the Herd
which is 7-5 on the season.
Marshall has been averaging
4.2 points per match compared to
opponents average of 4.8 points
per match.
MU will play Miami of Ohio
Saturday and will complete the
weekend by traveling to
Charleston to make up a match
with Morris Harvey which was
rained out Thursday.

LAMBDA CHI BASKETBALL QUEEN RECEIVES TROPHY
Linda Nolan and Bill Adkins, sponsor
( Photo by Wayne.Moore)
·
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Classified

1966 Ford Supervan for sale.
Excellent condition. Phone 5255230.

Alpha Xi takes Phi Mu
Lambda Chi tourney

Alpha Xi Delta edged past Phi Mu with a 34-33
score Wednesday night to claim the 1971 Lambda
Chi Alpha Basketball Tournament title.
The play-off was hard fought with the score
varying from a five-point lead for Alpha Xi to a
three pointer for Phi Mu.
At the end of the first half, Janet McGinness,
Flemington, N.J., junior, sunk a beautiful 20 footer
for Phi Mu, but it was not counted because time ran
out. This left the half-time score at 19-18 in favor of
Alpha Xi.
High scorers for the Alpha Xis were Melody
Powers, Huntington freshman, with 13, and Ann
Morgan, Pineville senior, and Llnda Barrett,
Huntington junior, with 7 each.
For Phi Mu, Janet McGinness scored 22 points
while Becky Evans, Huntington junior, and Cathy
Roberts< Huntington sophomore, each scored 4.
In an earlier game, Sigma Kappa defeated Delta
Zeta 18 to 13 for the third place title. High scorer for

Sigma Kappa was Drexena Lawson, Delbarton
sophomore, with 8 points. For Delta Zeta, Marci
McNeel, Alderson sei:iior, scored 10.
Janet McGinness was selected Most Valuable
Player in the tournament.
Members of the All-Tournament team were
Harriet Frazier, Cross Lanes junior, from Phi Mu;
Mary Ann Zervos, Moundsville junior, Alpha Chi;
Drexena Lawson; Ann Talley, St. Albans freshman,
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Marci McNeel, and Ann
Morgan.
Linda Nolan,
Huntington
sophomore,
representing Alpha Xi Delta, was chosen Miss
Lambda Chi Basketball. Vicki Simpson, Milton
sophomore, from Tri-Sigma was runner-up.
Delta Zeta won the trophy for showing the most
spirit.
In the foul shooting contest, the winner was Gayle
Krummich, New Martinsville junior, with 12
baskets out of 15 attempts.

When's the last
time you ate for
darn near nothing?

presents

Fleurette

Starmist

The Year's
2 BIGGEST
HITS
TOGETHER
Tonight At 7:35

.

teams, but it just can't be
helped," he said. "Some teams
are not going to get to play but
one or two games this season, and
that's terrible. But we only have
two fields to play on."
The intramural volleyball
tourney will also get under way
Monday. It will also be singleelimination, with 18 teams
scheduled to compete.
Rogers is looking into the
possibility of a team golf tournament next week at the Riviera
Country Club. If the course can
be reserved, he said he would like
to set the contest for next
Thursday and Friday.

McDonald's Famous
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100% Beef Hamburger
Co-Hit ...
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2106 Fifth Ave.
70 Washington Ave.

2550 Winchester Ave.
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